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ABSTRACT. Our objective in this paper is to continue the process of classification and characterization of weak attractors initiated by the author in an earlier paper. In particular, we obtain additional characterizations of those weak attractors which are saddle sets and bilateral weak attractors.
Each of the basic properties of dynamical system theory used in this paper are presented in detail in references [1, 2 and 3] .
Unstable weak attractors.
The major characterizations related to this paper obtained in reference [4] by the author are stated in the following theorem:
THEOREM. Let M be a closed weak attractor with compact boundary and letX be locally compact. Then (c) M is a nonsaddle set and some point of M is not strongly attracted to M.
Our objective in each of the following results is to examine more closely saddle and bilateral weak attractors.
The first theorem is a very straightforward and simple characterization of these classes of sets where M and X are arbitrary. Most often the sets considered are compact but following Theorem 1 and its corollary we give examples showing that the characterization of part (a) cannot be strengthened by omitting either condition (i) or (ii) even when both the set and the phase space are compact. Moreover, the same examples also illustrate the sharpness of the characterization of part (b) in this case.
For a point x in M the number of times C(x) leaves M is the cardinality of the class of components of {t: xtE C(x)\M}. PROOF. Since statement (b) is an obvious result of the definitions of positive and negative weak attraction, we shall consider statement (a). Let M be a saddle set such that condition (i) does not hold. Then, trivially condition (ii) holds because the existence of a neighborhood U like the one described in (ii) is always guaranteed by the definition of a saddle set. Conversely, if condition (ii) holds, then M is necessarily a saddle set. Moreover, if condition (i) holds, then there is a point x in M such that xt0 and xii are in X\M for some t0 < 0 and some £i > 0. Letting U = A\{xi0,xfi} we have C~(x) <¿U, C+(x) (ZU, and x G V for each neighborhood V of M. Hence, M is a saddle set and the proof is complete.
Each point of the region of weak attraction for a set M has its positive semitrajectory entering M provided M is a recursive weak attractor. Thus, statement (b) can be revised as follows. We say C+(x) (C~(x)) is frequently in M if (xí¿) is in M for some net U -► +co (í¿ -► -co). COROLLARY 1.1. Let M be a recursive weak attractor. Then, M is a bilateral weak attractor if and only if each negative semitrajectory leaving M returns to each neighborhood of M frequently often in the negative direction. COROLLARY 1.2. Every recursive weak attractor which is ,iot a recursive attractor is a saddle set.
Examples of saddle sets satisfying the criteria of part (a) conditions (i) and (ii) are easily constructed. Even if the set is compact (and a recursive weak attractor) and the phase space is compact, both conditions can be realized as the following examples illustrate.
EXAMPLES.
(1) Let the phase space consist of exactly one periodic noncritical orbit. Any singleton set is a bilateral recursive weak attractor satisfying part (a) condition (i) of Theorem 1.
(2) Consider the planar flow defined by f = r(l -r), 0 = sin2 6/2 of Example 1.7.5 on p. 59 of [3] . Let (X,tx) be the extended flow induced on the one point compactification of the phase plane. Then, the compact half-disc M = {(r,9): 2 cosö < r < 0, 7r/2 < 9 < tx} is a saddle recursive attractor such that no trajectory leaves M more than once and condition (ii) holds. Also, M U {co} is a compact saddle bilateral recursive attractor.
Some recursive weak attractors never satisfy part (a) condition (ii) of Theorem 1. The succeeding theorem addresses such a class of weak attractors. THEOREM 2. Let M be a closed recursive weak attractor on a locally compact phase space X and let the boundary of M contain no semitrajectory. Then, M is a saddle set if and only if some trajectory leaves M at least twice.
PROOF. The statement will follow from Theorem 1 if we show that condition (ii) cannot hold when M is a saddle set. Suppose that M is a saddle set for which each trajectory leaves M at most once. Choose the neighborhood U of M contained in A+(M) so that U\M° is compact. There is a net (x¿) in U converging to a point x in dM such that C+(x¿) n dU ¿ 0 and C_(x¿) n dU # 0 for each i. Define Ty = inf{i G R+: yt G M0} for each point y in A+(M). For each point y in A+(M) we have C+(y) n M° ^ 0 because C(y)\M is connected, dM contains no semitrajectory, and no periodic orbit can be in A+(M)\M°.
Define T = sup{Ty : y G U) and we shall show that T < +oo. For every point y in U there exists an open neighborhood Vy of y such that Vyt c M° for some t between Ty and Ty + 1 by the continuity of 7T. Note that for any point y of U, Tp < Ty + 1 for every point p in Vy. The set tyy '■ y G U\M°} is an open cover of the compact set U\M°, and hence, contains a finite subcover {Vyi,..., VyJ of U\M°. Therefore, T < max{Tv< + 1: 1 < i < n} < +oo. Now, if C+(xiT) O dU t¿ 0 for some i, then C+(x¿) contains a point of M and C(xi) leaves M in both directions which is impossible. Thus, there is a net (í¿) in R+ such that x¿í¿ is in dU and í¿ < T. Some subnet (tni) of (í¿) converges to a point t < T, and hence, xnitni -► xt in dU. The semitrajectory C+(x) intersects dU. Moreover, the dual argument implies that C~(x) also intersects dU which is absurd. Consequently, some trajectory leaves M at least twice. The proof is complete. Note that the neighborhood V of Theorem 3 is a recursive weak attractor. Whenever M is a recursive weak attractor and each trajectory attracted to M intersects the interior of M, then Theorem 3 can be strengthened as follows. We need only construct M so that there are periodic orbits with unbounded fundamental periods such that each is contained in X\M° and each intersects dM as well as X\M. Since Sullivan's example requires a lengthy discussion, the description of the example we assert the existence of would take an excessive amount of space, and hence, it is left to the interested reader to explicitly construct.
